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1. Introduction

• Finding new mechanisms for 

addressing SA’s economic problems 

MEETS the wider objectives of SA 

competition law



2. Origin of SA Provisions

• Banking Enquiry (Competition Act 

21(1)(a) and 21(2)(b)) no explicit legal 

backing 

– Still position in Canada and Australia and 

many other systems



2. Origin of SA Provisions

• Current market inquiry regime is an 

expression of these problems and the 

need for investigations into these wider 

problems (Competition Amendment Act 

1 of 2009)



Healthcare Inquiry - GG 37062 of 29 November 2013

- Revised GG 40480 of 9 December 

2016

- Many extensions of the date of 

publication of recommendation and 

report

- Provisional Findings and 

Recommendations Report 

(Provisional Report) will be

published on 5 July 2018

LPG Inquiry - GG 37903 15 August 2014

- Revised GG 40307 28 September 

2016

- Finalized on 31 March 2017 

- Minister 24 April 2017

- Government Gazette 28 April 2017

Land Based Public Passenger 

Transport

GG 40837 10 May 2017

Data Services Inquiry GN 849 GG 41054 18 August 2017

Retail Market Inquiry GG 41512 23 March 2018

Market Inquiries Conducted



2. Origin of SA Provisions

• Proposed changes to the Act:

– Competition Amendment Bill 1 December 
2017 introduced into Parliament with minor 
changes after consultation 5 July 2018

– Aims to enhance objectives in particular to 
improve: 

• market (and perhaps ownership) concentration, 

• growth of small business 

• market access



2. Origin of SA Provisions

• Two proposed unorthodox attempts at 

addressing these problems not followed

– Complex monopoly provision failed and 

never came into effect (section 10A 

inserted by the Competition Amendment 

Act 1 of 2009)

– Setting limits for market concentration in 

legislation



2. Origin of SA Provisions

• Proposals to address these problems by 

way of partially orthodox provisions



South African market 

inquiry provisions s 

43A-43G

Existing provisions

CAA 1 of 2009

Proposed 

Amendments

Initial Bill 

December

2017

Tabled Bill 

July 2018

Australia

Canada

Germany

UK

US

Comparison



Different descriptions of market inquiries

SA market inquiry = first part of UK + second part of EU



3. Definition

• Section 43A: “a formal inquiry in respect 

of the general nature of competition, the 

levels of concentration in and structure 

of a market for particular goods or 

services, without necessarily referring to 

the conduct or activities of any particular 

named firm”



3. Definition

• How do market inquiries differ from 

investigations of contraventions?

• Is there space for informal or less formal 

inquiries?

• Do the changes in the Parliamentary Bill 

highlighted make sense?

• What is the role of the definition



4. Initiation of inquiries

• Section 43B(1)

“(a) The Competition Commission, acting within 
its functions set out in section 21(1), [and on its 
own initiative, or in response to a request from the 
Minister,] may conduct a market inquiry at any 
time, subject to subsections (2) to [(4)] (7)—

(i) if it has reason to believe that any feature or 
combination of features of a market for any goods 
or services [prevents] impedes, distorts or 
restricts competition within that market; or

(ii) to achieve the purposes of this Act.”



4. Initiation of inquiries

• Section 43B(2)

“The Minister may, after consultation with the 

Competition Commission and after 

consideration of the factors in paragraph (a) (i) 

and (ii), require the Competition Commission to 

conduct a market inquiry contemplated in 

paragraph (a) during a specified period”



4. Initiation of inquiries

• Legal basis quite similar to the UK but not quite 

the same

• Achievement of the purpose of the Act also a 

requirement in SA

• There are good reason for not having overly strict 

requirements well justified in German law

• The Competition Authority should be able to 

initiate although it has been doubted in Australia

• Wider consumer issues also relevant in Germany



5. Conduct of market inquiries

• Time limitations in SA (s 43B(4)(a)) and UK

• Enforcement process

– No clarity about participation as it is not clear how 

inquiries will work (s 43B(3) & 43G)

– Role of the Minister (s 43G)

– Confidentiality (s 43B(3)(a) and s 44)

– Use of information obtained in enforcement (EU 

compared with SA)

– Delegation of powers



6. Outcomes of market inquiries

Inquiries bridge competition law & policy

Improving

quality of 

engagements

Regulators Gov Firms Clients

Creating 

priorities

Enforcement

Evaluating

interventions

Making 

recommendations

/Issuing binding 

orders

Use information 

obtained for 

enforcement



6. Outcomes of market 

inquiries
• Should the Commission investigate contraventions in a 

sector that is subject to a market inquiry? (South African 
Medical Association v Council for Medical Schemes 
CRP065Jul13/PIL001Apr16 15/08/2016; South African 
Medical Association v Council for Medical Schemes 
CRP065Jul13/DSC197Dec16 21/04/2017)

• Current approach in accordance with most jurisdictions 
“the outcome of a market inquiry is recommendatory” 
(Shoprite Checkers Proprietary Limited v Massmart 
Holdings Limited (CRP034Jun15, EXC088Jul15, 
EXC107AUG15, EXC109AUG15, STA204DEC15) [2016] 
ZACT 74 (1 September 2016))



6. Outcomes of market 

inquiries
• The proposed section 43C and 43D considerably 

widens the powers to make coercive orders but not 

unproblematic

– Very few countries allow for this mainly UK but the CMA in 

the UK is very different from the SA Commission

– Provisions are poorly and inaccurately formulated. Bill in 

Parliament still contain most of the flaws

– Powers are not sufficiently constrained

– Powers are not properly aligned with the powers to enforce 

traditional competition law provisions

– Provisions are overly ambitious



7. Conclusion

• Competition Commission in SA is a successful institution in a 

country where few others can be so labelled. Nevertheless care 

must be taken not to overburden it

• Movement from discretion to legal principle is an important 

achievement of the current competition law regime. The new 

proposals for market inquiries may seriously undermine this

• Bill submitted to Parliament ignored many of the criticisms. 

Effective action in terms of the new provisions will be 

undermined by endless litigation and uncertainty


